[Influences of human beta-defensin 1 on the replication and expression of HPV18 in Hela cell].
Investigate the influences of human beta-defensinl (hbetaD1) on the replication and expression of HPV18 in Hela cell. Gene transfection: mediated by Fugen HD, hbetaD1/psectag plasmid was transfected to Hela cell [hbetaD1/psectag : liposome complexes (hbetaD1/psectag : lip)group], and control groups [psectag : liposome complexes(psectag : lip) group and blank group) were also established. After transfection, the expression of the target gene in Hela cell was investigated by the method of immunocytochemistry. 48 h and 72 h after the transfection, the change of the copy number of HPV18 DNA in Hela cell was investigated respectively by the quantitative fluorescent PCR method, and the change of the HPV18 E6 mRNA in Hela cell was evaluated by the semiquantitative RT-PCR. 48 h and 72 h after the transfection of hbetaD1/psectag plasmid to Hela cell, hbetaD1 was expressed in both of the two groups, and the latter showed a tendency of stronger expression. Compared with the control groups, the copy number of HPV18 DNA in Hela cell in the hbetaD1/psectag : lip group increased at 48 h and decreased at 72 h after the transfection, but the change was not statistically significant. 48 h after the transfection, compared with the control groups, the expression of HPV18 E6 mRNA in Hela cell in the hbetaD1/psectag : lip group changed a little; and 72 h after the transfection, the expression level of HPV18 E6 mRNA decreased significantly (P < 0.05). hbetaD1 displayed an inhibitory effect to the expression of HPV18 mRNA in Hela cell in a concentration-dependent pattern, but no significant effect on the duplication of HPV18 DNA.